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Ironman2483, Name Change?
Unless you've been living under a rock, haven't played Splegg for a while, or
are a new player, you probably know about this already. Ironman2483,
legendary splegger notable for being the No. 1 player with over two million
points, is planning on changing his name with the release of Minecraft 1.8.
Such sad, many cri. How do we know this? Well, that's because Iron himself
has been pretty open about it. Most likely name at the moment seems to be

Ironman2483 Skin
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Created By
SeanAHGaming
With Novaskin
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DrewLeKangaroo, although we all will have to wait and see what
happens after 1.8 is released, which was scheduled to occur
sometime next month; however, as only snapshots have been
released as of yet, the 1.8 release date appears to be somewhat
ambiguous. Will someone else take the name of Ironman2483?
Again, we'll just have to wait and see.

300+ PPG Players
Nerfed, Due to
Point Glitch!

Poll: What Is Your Favorite Map?
In the spirit of MineCreator205's map "Chocolate" being added as
the last member of the fourth Splegg map generation, and the
sadness of Splegg favorite "_UFO" being removed from the map
lineup, we turn to you guys to ask the million dollar question:
"What Has Been the Best Splegg Map Created Thus Far?" Well,
simply click the link down below and answer the poll question!
Let's see what you guys think.

http://poll.pollcode.com/68271648

Reviewing the 4th Generation of Splegg Maps
Although the fourth generation of Splegg maps came and went
about a month ago, I figured I would just review the latest
generation for the first issue of "The Weekly Egg". Of course, the
heavy favorite is "Chocolate", by MineCreator205; however, I will
review the three Team Nectar maps as well.

Inferno
Often ranked as the worst of the 4th Generation, Inferno is a
jumbled mess of a dark environment, large broken layers, and
stained glass. Aura is very similar to Inferno, minus the night
setting and lack of map structure. The map looks pretty from afar,
but as all Spleggers know, looks do NOT always equal good
gameplay. Score: 2.5/10

Aura
Although very similar to Inferno, Aura wins out in two ways: More
structure, and daytime. And believe me, those really do make a
difference. It's a large map, I doubt anyone will challenge that.

Arguably the most elite
Spleggers of all time, all
three of the 300+ pointsper-game players
(Biplanonde, minevova
and Ragnio), have had
their ppgs nerfed to 290
and lower due to the
points glitch. Points-pergame, or ppg, is a rough
measure of skill in Splegg.
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This allows you to farm blocks, while allowing some epic 1v1 matches if one chooses to do so, due to
the high number of platforms. The shape is somewhat similar to map favorite "Colourbomb", so
what's the problem? Unfortunately, Aura has one major shortcoming: the vast majority of the blocks
are stained glass. It's a shame really, Aura had a chance of being a fourth generation favorite; but
until Team Nectar realizes that stained glass messes up gameplay, it's gonna remain at the bottom of
the heap with its siblings. Score: 4/10

Wrath
Wrath is kinda... weird. There aren't many words to explain this map, seriously. It feels like a strange
stone/redstone version of TreeIsland (often ranked as the best map of all time), just different. The
floating redstone designs and clay platforms make for interesting designs, although the thickness of
the clay cause some trolls to leap on and laugh as the other spleggers slowly work away at the
platform. The map isn't fantastic, but it isn't horrible either. It has gotten mixed reviews from
players, and rightfully so. Score: 5/10

Chocolate
Considered by far as the best map of Generation 4, MC205's map being a success is no shocker. As an
avid map reviewer, Mine has had quite a bit of experience with maps in general, in addition to being
an extremely active Splegg player. I must say, there are very few shortcomings with this map. The
three blocks tall semi-hills on the second layer give for some interesting obstacles, although this isn't
very noticeable nor problematic. The style is similar to the likes of Starmie and PetalPower, two maps
with classic designs. With its original design and lack of stained glass, Chocolate is likely to become
the only fourth generation map to take its place with the all-time best Splegg maps. Score: 8.5/10

Quiz: How Much Do You Know About Splegg?
Want to test your Splegg knowledge? If you know a bit about the players, maps and statistics, then
have a shot at this short, five question quiz!
http://www.onlinequizcreator.com/en/test-your-splegg-knowledge/quiz-24184

Popular Original
Mpknife, a popular Splegger
was permabanned last
possibly don't understand,
basically a signal of their death
left separated from the Hive, or

Splegger
Permabanned!
known as one of the first top 10 players,
Tuesday night. For any of you that
permabanning a popular splegger is
from the game. However, will Mpknife be
will he return with a new name?
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When asked what he was banned for, he simply replied "Cus I'm mp". Mpknife, everyone. He'll be
here all night. Yes, he will! I offered him a deal that would allow him to have a new account complete
with Gold premium, and he accepted. Mpknife is now known as Mpfork, and has been playing since
shortly after the ban on his previous account came into effect. However, Mp isn't the only notable
splegger banned from the Hive. Over the last few months, more and more spleggers have been
tempbanned, with some others being permabanned (here's looking at you, DomoDodo/iSkylerr/
xSkylerr_/idek). Edit: Since the initial writing of this article, Mp has been tempbanned on his new
account, Mpfork! Well played, Mp, well played.

Poll: Which of the 4th Generation Maps is the
worst?
As we all know, 3/4 of the fourth generation maps have been hated on immensely. Although, this
leaves the question of "which is the worst?" The fact of the matter is that all three of the Team Nectar
maps don't quite match the expectations players had. The results of this poll will be used for another
poll next week, in which we figure out which of the infamous maps could _UFO replace, were it
brought back. Make your choice by clicking the link below!
http://poll.pollcode.com/21129644

Legendary Splegger Returns, and is Apparently
Back to Stay!
NuuchEhm, the first ever recorded number 1 Splegg player, has returned after a very long absence.
As a player, Nuuch was also notable for being the first player to reach the 100k mark (of course now,

NuuchEhm,
pictured,
pre-hiatus.
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just under 1000 players have reached this mark). However, at the time, the accomplishment was
legendary. Nuuch was also the longest running number 1 player, until eventual successor (after a few
others had reached the coveted number 1 spot) Ironman2483 broke the record. The Splegg
community exploded with the news that the former "Queen of Splegg" had returned to the game. Old
friend TheApplenewsguy is quoted as saying "I guess I should start playing splegg again." in response
to the news. Good to have you back, Nuuch!

Poll: Which Is the Worst 1st Generation Map?
Now, I know what most of you guys are thinking: "The first Splegg map generation was perfection,
there is no worst map." But if you had to pick, if you HAD to choose a worst map, which would guys
pick? Again, these results will be used in next week's poll. Click on the link and make your choice!
http://poll.pollcode.com/27955141
Now you all may be wondering, "What about Generations 2 and 3?" Well, the reason there is no poll
is because there is a clear hatred towards certain maps in those generations. The hatred is basically
equal in the 2nd Generation between Pokemon and Biomes, so these both will be included in the poll.
In Generation 3, the clear (least)favorite appears to be Tropice/TropicalSnowlands; thus, it will also
be included in the poll.

Want a Message In the Next "Weekly Egg"? Let Me Know!
Want to get word out about your new server? Or want to make a big message to a certain splegger (or
group of spleggers)? Then message me on Skype at "seanahgaming", detailing what message you
want sent out, and it will be added to the next issue of "The Weekly Egg"! The message can really be
about anything, but please, at least try to keep it somewhat appropriate. :)

Interview: yellowrat090!
Earlier, I had the chance to interview longtime Splegg favorite yellowrat090. The interview went as
follows.
Sean: First off, how did you discover Splegg?
Yellow: Long story short, my brother (yellowfat) showed me.
Sean: And how long have you been playing Splegg?
Yellow: I started... about mid-July 2013.
Sean: And I guess this question was kind of answered already, but who else in your family plays
Splegg?
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Yellow: Well as stated above, my brother (yellowfat). I do have cousins who play as well.
Sean: And what are their IGNs?
Yellow: Enchantedcrow, Chatulzilla, and Yellowbat.
Sean: Who was the first (longtime) splegger you met, other than people in your family?
Yellow: I'd have to say, Cartoony10. I remember I was happy that I had 2k points in Splegg, but
Cartoony would destroy me every time!
Sean: Now, this is just your opinion. What do you think about the fourth generation of Splegg maps
(Inferno, Aura, Wrath, and Chocolate), and the new Splegg lobby?
Yellow: Well, I'm not a fan of most of them. Inferno is basically Biomes for me. It's too big, too
flashy, and the stained glass is terrible. Aura has a different look to it. Again with the stained glass.
Not much I think of the map really; I personally don't like it as a Splegg map. I'm not sure how I feel
about Wrath. Campers are terrible on the map. Other than that, I really don't care for it to be honest.
As for Chocolate, I think it's the best out of the "Fourth Generation Maps"; I like the somewhat
simple look to it. Great map by MineCreator205! As for the new lobby, I didn't like it at first. I just
liked the feeling of the old lobby. But they added a parkour, as well as other features. I'd say I'm ok
with it now.
Sean: When did you first feel that you were becoming popular in the Splegg community?
Yellow: That's kind of a loaded question, lol. Well, as a splegger first starting off, I would at least try
to make it to the remaining 5 spleggers. As I did that, I started to win more and more. I remember
Oblivion_Gamer would team with me. She had around 400k points at the time. It was then that I
would meet and team with fellow spleggers, such as _BlueEyedPanda_ and Tessa_Star, as well as
supermanz5000.
Sean: What is your opinion on the Hive's new friend system?
Yellow: I think it's a great update! It makes tracking down people much easier, for stalkers such as
myself. Haha, I like it very much! A great way to keep in touch with friends on the Hive, as well as
join them, chat with them across hubs, etc.
Sean: Thanks so much for putting up with all of these questions, I know it's a lot. Last one. What do
you see, or wish, for the future of Splegg?
Yellow: I wish for an update to Splegg. Something like SPs 1-10, having all original maps. Kind of a
Generation Series, if you will. It's kinda hard to tell the owners these kinds of things... after all Splegg
is NOT their highest priority. That is not my original idea; I stole it from nic_1998. All credit goes to
the Piggie once again. Thanks for reading this, it's just my opinion.
Sean: Just lastly, anything you want to say to any spleggers that *might* be reading this?
Yellow: I'd just like to thank SeanAHGaming for listening to me blabber. Most of all, just have fun
playing Splegg, (it's just a game,) and see you around! ;D
Sean: Alright, thanks so much yellow!
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Yellow: My pleasure! Thanks to you too!

Thanks to yellowrat090 for letting me pick his brain (and possibly eat it), and letting me interview
him! Who would you like to see me interview next? Let me know if you see me ingame (IGN:
SeanAHGaming), message me on Skype at "seanahgaming", or send me an email at
"seanahgaming@gmail.com"!

This Week Bans:
Mpknife
Viduo
HyperActivePvP
Mpfork

Were you a splegger that was banned this last week, and I missed your name? Friend of yours
banned? Message me by one of the ways below and tell me your IGN, and I'll post it in this section
next week!
Ingame: SeanAHGaming
Skype: seanahgaming
Email: seanahgaming@gmail.com

5 Featured Spleggers: yellowrat090,
_BlueEyedPanda_, CmwCaelen,
Ironman2483 and Minecreator205!
This weeks five featured spleggers are all longtime favorites! Yellow is a friendly guy (who allowed me
to rip his brain apart in the first interview of "The Weekly Egg"), _BlueEyedPanda_ is by far one of
the nicest and most skilled players in the Splegg community, CmwCaelen is a newer splegger that has
achieved a high level of popularity quickly (and rightly so), Ironman2483 is an undisputed legend
that has lasted at the top spot longer than any other number 1 player, and MineCreator205 is an
excellent map reviewer and creator that successfully built the majority favorite map of the 4th Splegg
Map Generation, Chocolate. If you see these guys ingame, say "hi" to them for me! Congrats to all five
of you!
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Thank you guys so much for suffering through this first edition of
"The Weekly Egg"! I know there's room for improvement, but I
gave it a shot anyways. Contact me using one of the ways listed
above, and tell me how I can improve! Also, if you want an article
featured in next week's edition, write it up and send it my way!
You'll get full credit! Again, thanks for reading, and we'll see you
next week!

- Sean Holshouser (SeanAHGaming)
#puzzyfeaches
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